
Media Studies Summer Work

Read through the Specification

Get to know the key texts we will study

Watch:

Black Panther- consider representations of race and ethnicity

Research how the film was marketed to audiences around the world- provide 5-10
examples below

I Daniel Blake (all Ken Loach films are now available on Youtube for free!- the more
you watch the better). Research how the film used guerrilla marketing tactics to
reach its audience (how was it marketed cheaply?)

Beyonce- Formation- consider racial representations, the lyrics, the visual images
and the message she creates. Write a paragraph discussing representations of race
and gender.

Vance Joy- Riptide- analyse the seemingly disconnected montage of shots- what
can you say about the narrative and its message? How are women represented in
the video? Provide evidence to support your points.

Humans series 1, episode 1- available on 4OD

How is gender presented in the episode? Write a paragraph explaining your point.

Find any examples of how Humans was marketed/advertised. Record examples
below.

The Returned, series 1, Episode 1- available on Netflix

Consider what genre it is. How do they establish genre?

Zoella

https://www.eduqas.co.uk/qualifications/media-studies-as-a-level/#tab_overview
https://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=970


Watch 3-4 Youtube Videos from Zoella

How does she appeal to her target audience? Consider camera shots, language,
sound, lighting, props, setting, mode of address.

Listen:

Late Night Woman’s Hour on BBC Sounds- any episode(s) the more the better.
There is an episode called ‘Home’ which we will study in class plus others.

How does the Home episode appeal to the target audience?

What are the themes that run through this popular series?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02zhq5l

Read:

The Times and The Daily Mirror- look at the ways in which the government is
scrutinised in the next few weeks regarding the handling of Covid-19. Consider the
newspaper’s agenda and political angle. Buy a copy of both!

Watch: WaterAid advert

Discuss how the advert challenges genre conventions- how is it different to usual
charity adverts?

Research:

Assassin's Creed 3 Liberation
Who made the game? What is the narrative of the game? What console was it
available on? What makes the protagonist unique?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02zhq5l
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uiy3dkTwPcQ

